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The Little Theatre Guild represents
112 member theatres that control
and manage their Theatre buildings.
Our members are all amateur theatre
companies with an annual audience of
over 650,000 patrons, and a turnover
of approximately £4 million. Visit us at
www.littletheatreguild.org

LTG Diary of Events
Sunday 6th November 2016
NATIONAL COMMITTEE MEETING
Corn Exchange Theatre, Wallingford
21st January 2017
SOUTHERN REGION
AGM & CONFERENCE
Miller Centre Theatre, Caterham
7, 8, 9 April 2017
NATIONAL CONFERENCE & AGM
Archway Theatre, Horley

Welcome to New LTG Reps
DOLMAN THEATRE, Newport
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Ruth Barton
Molaris
The Oaklands
Llandevaud
Monmouthshire
NP18 2 AG
Tel: (M) 07773 776680
& 01633 400319
Email: ruthebarton@hotmail.co.uk
PRIORY THEATRE, Kenilworth
Mark Jefferies
52 Shaftesbury Avenue
Keresley
COVENTRY
CV7 8NE
Tel: 07850 059174
Email: jefferiesmark1@sky.com

Welcome to a New Member
PHOENIX THEATRE (Blyth)
37 Beaconsfield Street
BLYTH
Northumberland
NE24 2DS
www.thephoenixtheatre.org.uk

The New Government

An assessment by UK Theatre:
The Department for Culture, Media and Sport:
• Ed Vaizey and John Whittingdale, are now back-benchers with
incredibly good knowledge about our sector. Their aim now is
to ensure that the government is properly informed and held to
account.
Members are encouraged to continue to engage with Ed Vaizey
and John Whittingdale by inviting them to first nights etc.
• The new Secretary of State for DCMS Karen Bradley and new
Minister for Digital and Culture, Matt Hancock are both are keen
to understand our sector and issues.
Members are encouraged to engage both Karen Bradley and Matt
Hancock. UK Theatre will coordinate examples and information
from members to brief them on key issues.
Karen Bradley has stated that she believes her priorities to be
broadcasting and media. KB is close to TM, having been her Minister
at the Home Office. She was responsible for a difficult brief there

Editor’s Corner

My summer started off so well, with the National Conference
at Crescent Theatre. My energies were largely devoted to making
preparations for a sequence of summer celebratory parties, and
everything was going happily according to plan until the late
afternoon of Sunday 17th July, when carelessly strolling round the
garden collecting bits and pieces at the end of a luncheon party, I
stumbled and fell, fracturing my left ankle in three places. I was
ambulanced away to Lancaster hospital waving farewell to my
guests as I left!
My incapacity meant that the LTG weekend committee meeting
in early August at my house had to be cancelled. I also lost out on
planned theatre trips to Stratford and Newcastle. Hopping around
the house with a zimmer or on crutches, I managed to maintain
some kind of control over the LTG Newsletter for August, and my
own theatre’s newsletters, as my computer was within reach, but
without considerable help from friends this would not have been
possible. So my thanks are due to my many friends who have
helped me through this difficult period of enforced incapacity!

Contact: Alison Thoburn
Tel: 01670 367228
Email:
alison.thoburn@thephoenixtheatre.org.uk
The present theatre grew out of the old
local am dram society, whose converted
Methodist Church building was crumbling;
lottery funding enabled the theatre to be
constructed afresh in 1996/97, and the new
building was opened by Princess Margaret.
There are 299 seats, and a Studio seating
60. Some 6 or 7 productions are mounted
each year; but the building is a very
busy local community theatre, hosting
amateur and professional events regularly
throughout the year, and needing a small
paid staff to service the range of activities.
Productions before Christmas include Little
Shop of Horrors, The Pitmen Painters and
Dick Whittington, with 17 professional
hires, and 5 local amateur hires slotted in
somewhere!
We look forward to meeting members
from this large and busy little theatre at
conferences and meetings ahead.

- covering human trafficking, child exploitation.
• Matt Hancock is reportedly keen to progress
diversity work – including BAME and class. He
will also focus on technology in education, and
digital developments, and how both can bring
about social change.
• Rob Wilson has joined the DCMS as Minister for Civil Society
(moved from Cabinet Office). This brief includes charities and the
third sector. UK Theatre will champion the civic role that theatres
play in communities.
Members are encouraged to share examples of their civic role in
communities with UK Theatre.
Jesse Norman, formerly the Chair of the Culture, Media and Sport
Select Committee has become a Minister in the new Department
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy. We will explore if
‘industrial strategy’ will link to DCMS and an industrial strategy for
the Creative Industries.
• There will be a new appointment to the Chair of the Select
Committee for Culture
I had however already decided that my time as the LTG PRO should
come to an end this year – and I had advised the national committee
of this so that a replacement could be found. My accident quickly
forced the issue to the front of the agenda, and very happily Kevin
Spence (Doncaster LT) stepped forward, willing to take on the role.
He has been co-opted back on to the National Committee, and is now
working for the Guild in this capacity with energy and skill.
My role as Editor of this Newsletter however I have not yet
relinquished. It is a job that I thoroughly enjoy, and with which I
am delighted to continue – well, at least for the moment. Yet I am
acutely conscious that it really is time for a new person to take on
this role! It is hard as they say, to teach an old dog like me new
tricks (especially electronic ones!). Please, however, do continue
to send me your news and information, for without your
contributions the Newsletter would be a very different publication.

Gift Aid

HMRC updated their advice on Gift Aid in January. The update is at
www.gov.uk/guidance/gift-aid-declarations-claiming-tax-back-ondonations

Little Theatre Guild of Great Britain
www.littletheatreguild.org

National Secretary: New Address
Caroline Chapman
Friar’s Oak
24 Mill Farm Road
Hamsterley Mill
Tyne & Wear
NE39 1NW
Tel: 01207 545280
Email: caroline.chapman1816@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor:
Michael Shipley
121 Darwen Road
Bromley Cross
Bolton
Lancashire
BL7 9BG
Tel: 01204 304103
Email: mhshipley@supanet.com
The contents of this newsletter are not necessarily the official views of the
Little Theatre Guild.

Contributions are always welcome. Last date for copy for the next issue: 15th January 2017.
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Chairman’s Letter
Well here we are in autumn and
the summer is becoming a distant
memory. I’m sure you have all
been busy attending to all the
important maintenance work that
needs to be done before the start
of another season.
Over the summer months
members
of
the
National
Committee have been busy
attending various conferences
and events to promote the LTG,
including a visit to Westminster
to give evidence to the Culture,
Media and Sport inquiry on
Countries of Culture. This inquiry looks at ways to preserve
and promote the UK’s cultural wealth. The Committee was
particularly interested on the impact of local authority spending,
the balance between London and the Regions. It also touched
on links to education, the importance of cultural tourism, the
challenges of accessibility /diversity and various other issues.
I attended on behalf of the LTG and I was pleased that we were
given a voice on this inquiry. We will continue to lobby where
we can and promote our organisation. Thanks to the members
of the National Committee who attended these events and
conferences.
Many of will have noted an article in The Stage highlighting
the rise in the cost of ticket prices in the professional theatre
and in particular the West End. Looking at the average prices
across our member theatres we have been able to keep our
ticket prices fairly static which allows our audiences to enjoy
quality theatre at an affordable price.
It is pleasing to see that we are still receiving a healthy
number of enquires to join the Guild. The benefits are easy
to understand once theatres join and perhaps if you have any
potential new members around your area, an invite to a hub
or relationship meeting may be a good introduction to the LTG.
As you may be aware Michael Shipley has been recovering

from a bad fall over the summer and
my sincere thanks to his commitment to
ensuring that he still produced, in time,
these all important newsletters. Michael
has however decided to step down from
his role as Public Relations Officer for
the Guild and to hand over the role to
someone else. Michael has held a number
of posts for the organisation over many
years and is a great source of knowledge
on all things LTG; who else can give you the depth of history as
delivered in his recent publication. I have a huge admiration for
his work. Michael will continue to edit the newsletters but he is
keen to find a successor to take on this mantle – any budding
editors out there? If so drop Michael or myself a line. The
National Committee has passed a resolution co-opting Kevin
Spence to serve as PRO until the next AGM. Kevin is well
known to everyone as our immediate past chairman and has
an extensive knowledge of theatre.
Look out for the Annual Yearbook which will be with you
soon. Tom Williams takes a great deal of time to compile this
and it needs to be given a high profile at your theatres so that
all your members can appreciate the size of our organisation
and what we offer. It is also a great promotional tool for
potential members. My thanks to Tom for all his hard work on
the Yearbook.
The Conference season is about to get under way and I would
hope that I get the chance to meet many of you. Please support
these as the hosting theatres take lots of time and effort to
ensure their success. Equally support the hubs and relationship
meetings, as again these are important dates where we can all
meet informally and discuss issues of common interest. Our
strength as an organisation is best displayed where we
are sharing ideas, helping each other or tackling key
issues of managing our theatres.
As you begin your new programmes I hope that you are
rewarded for your hard work of promoting the world of amateur
theatre by good audience figures, and most importantly that
you enjoy the process!
Andrew Lowrie

Reflections on Amateur Theatre Research
An Away Day at
Royal Holloway College
Jo Matthews and Anne Gilmour (for
the LTG & Questors Theatre) attended the
one-day session reflecting on the work
and progress of the team researching
Amateur Theatre at the Egham home of
Royal Holloway, University of London on
Saturday 17 September 2016.
The Questors (as well as other LTG
members) has contributed to their work
from the start – we hosted a one-day
workshop on evocative objects and a
number of Questors members have
been interviewed by several members of
the research team.
After introductions, we had a session
from Simon Sladen, Senior Curator in
Modern and Contemporary Performance
at the V&A. He went on to lead one of
the four workshops - his was on Archives
and Documentation in the Digital Age. I
attended Interviews and Oral Histories,
and Jo Matthews attended Writing
Theatre Histories. The fourth workshop

was on Stories from Objects, Places and
Theatres.
After lunch, Ian Wainwright, RSC;
Tamara von Wertheim, Nick Hern Books;
Jill Cole, The Castle Players Darlington;
and Damien McGlynn – Information
Resources Manager from Voluntary
Arts had a round table discussion on
Professional and Amateur Collaborations
which generated some interesting
issues.
All attendees were then invited to
discuss, in breakout sessions, issues
of concern about current and future
trends; the major challenges facing
amateur theatre makers and how they
could be supported; what new directions
might emerge; what opportunities are
there for future developments and how
might the research contribute? Jo and
I each led one of the groups and the
45 minutes allocated flew by. Keeping
people on track is always tricky!
After tea, there was a short feedback
session from the groups’ findings
followed by a session on the Aesthetics
and Repertoire of Amateur Theatre. The

day was rounded off by a conversation
between Professor Helen Nicholson and
Lyn Gardner, the Guardian’s theatre
critic who has long been supporter of
amateur theatre.
And over a glass of fizz, we were all
treated to some excellent choral work of
a more unusual variety from the British
Airways Cabin Crew Entertainment
Society. A most fascinating day.
The booklet, Reflecting on Amateur
Theatre Research is now available on the
website www.amateurdramaresearch.com.
Anne Gilmour
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News for Student
Lighting Technicians
The Association of Lighting Designers (ALD) has announced
its Sponsored Student Scheme is open for 2017 applications.
For the first time, the scheme this year is available to all students
studying full time in the UK, regardless of course subject. The
requirement is that applicants have an interest in the process
of live performance lighting and/or video and projection.
(This means that the scheme is available to any student who is
interested in practical stage lighting looking towards an amateur
hobby just as much as to an opening into the profession. The
object is to raise standards nationally, amateur
and professional.)
The scheme is funded by Corporate Members
of the ALD and offers students opportunities to
network with more experienced members, to
create contacts within the world of lighting that
may not otherwise be available and boost their
own profile as one of the next generation of
lighting designers or technicians.
ALD member, Jai Morjaria, benefitted from a
year’s free ALD membership when he began
his studies at RADA, he remembers, “…being a
member of the ALD whilst being a student, gave
me a non-biased sounding board other than my
institution that I could approach and ask questions
of. The ALD has allowed me to connect with lighting
designers I could only have dreamed of knowing
a few years ago and it gave me a common talking
point and base that we could all relate to. I would
definitely, hands down, recommend the scheme to
other lighting design students.”
Ian Saunders, executive director of the ALD, adds,
“It is important that the ALD help those wishing
to join our industry to widen their knowledge of
working practices and influences, raise awareness
of the range of career options available to them,

Do you need a
digital detox?
Did you catch the news of the July report
from Ofcom’s Communications Market?
The highlighted extracts quoted in the
press and on radio made for somewhat
frightening reading.
In a section headed Internet
Connectivity Creep, it suggested that
59% of adults who were internet users
considered themselves ‘hooked’ on their
connected devices. Over 40% went on line
or checked their devices more than 10
times a day. At least 10% accessed their
devices more than 50 times a day!
In another section headed The
Generation Gap, it was shown that in the
age group 16 to 24, instant messaging was
the most popular way of using the devices,
closely followed by social networking,
texting and emailing, with actual phone
calls down at the bottom of the list! Over
25% confessed to using a device to contact
someone in the same room!
In another section, headed Taking a
Digital Detox, it found that some 33%
has actually sought a period of time ‘off
line’. 20% had actually managed up to as
much as a week! But 34% said that they
would not like to give ‘detox’ a go!
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as well as network with the
individual practitioners and the
companies that support them.
This introductory membership
offers an opportunity to
students to increase their
awareness and experience of
lighting and video elements in
live performance.”
The scheme is not open to previous or existing members of the
ALD and completed applications must be received by Christmas
2016. Full details and application information can be found at
https://www.ald.org.uk/students/ald-sponsored-students-scheme
(The Guild’s membership of ABTT & UK Theatre enables this offer
to be publicized to LTG member theatres)

So it is no surprise that this present
obsession with the internet is leading to
lost sleep, neglected housework, poor
homework and less time for friends and
family. It is having a negative effect on
people’s manners too. Have you felt that
you have been ‘smart snubbed’ or ignored
by someone too busy on a device? Or been
crashed into on the street without apology
by a phone user?
In the 1950s, theatre was in a desperate
state as audience numbers tumbled
because of the rapidly growing popularity
of television. Perhaps this present craze
for the internet is not quite so threatening
– after all, you can take your devices
into a theatre, and use them while the
performance takes place (to the annoyance
of some if not all). More worrying is the
fact that all this excessive time ‘on line’
leaves people with less time actually to go
to the theatre, and to experience all the
other really worthwhile aspects of life in
the community. Theatres are thrilled to
say how many ‘hits’ a site has achieved –
but no one has yet reported on how this
has translated into actual improved ticket
sales! Not many, I suspect.
So, if you are an addict, why not
try a small detox – just turn off your
device, leave it at home, and get
down to a theatre for a couple of
hours of freedom of the imagination!
The outside world will still be there
afterwards!

And you think that you are playing to
an aged audience? The latest statistics
about television audiences have been
very revealing – the average age of the
television viewer today is frighteningly
high. The following figures were quoted:
BBC1 – 62; BBC2 – 62; ITV – 60; Ch 4 –
55; Ch 5 – 58; E4 – 42. The assumption is
that younger people are doing other things,
in particular spending their valuable time
on their devices, both at work and at play!
Even a fitness fanatic is listening in and
catching up on something! Will we have to
wait for this electronic craze to burn itself
out, and for people to get back to normal?
I suspect so – after all, theatre has not
died out yet, and has been going strong for
over 2,500 years!
So, who reads newspapers today? The
Metropolitan elite who staff the national
dailies clearly still believe that the whole
universe centres on London. The trendies
who staff the Guardian’s 2 Section had a
great time in early September predicting
the cultural highlights of the Autumn, and
actually managed occasionally to think
outside the M25. Of the 19 theatrical
highlights for us to look forward to before
Christmas, only 10 were in London! They
found 2 were to happen in Manchester, 2
in Edinburgh, and 1 each in Southampton,
Cardiff, Hull, Stratford and Bath. How
enterprising of them.
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News from Member Theatres
At the end of August the death was
reported in Newcastle of Anne Harris,
aged 91, for many years the hard working
LTG Rep for People’s Theatre. Philip
Bradley summed up her contribution to
both People’s and the Guild in his report
for the People’s AGM: “Anne was an active
member of the theatre in the 60s, 70s, 80s
and 90s. She had what could be described
as a formidable presence. Together with her
husband John (who was Theatre Secretary
for many years) she was our first LTG rep
and played an important role in the early
development of the LTG. She took on many
other roles in the theatre and for many years was in charge of
Publicity as well as being an influential member of the Management
Committee. On the artistic side I knew her as a Director and she
was also a member of Productions committee for many years.”
Anne’s many old friends in the Guild will remember her forceful and
cheery character – she brought light and fun to many a conference!
The LTG Rep for Lewes Little Theatre, Cathryn Parker died
suddenly in late September whilst in Australia. Our condolences
have been expressed to Geoff Parker and the members of Lewes
Little Theatre. Eddie Redfern writes: Cathryn
was on a 6 week trip to Australia to visit
friends and see the sights. She had been
LTG Rep at Lewes for a long time and had
just been elected as Artistic Director, where
her acceptance speech was reproduced in
the September newsletter showing how she
planned to take Lewes forwards. A staunch
supporter and often critic of the LTG she will
be much missed. She was the guiding light
for the Tri-Theatre Adventure collaboration
between Lewes, The Archway Theatre and
The Oast Tonbridge. She directed not only for Lewes but also for
Archway Theatre and for Seaford Little Theatre. Cathryn will be
sorely missed by her many friends in the Guild.
In July, Hippo News, the Newsletter for Todmorden Hippodrome
reported: “After six months of unbelievably hard work (following
the December floods), the Hippodrome is back, and looking even
better than ever. If you’ve been in recently, you’ll have noticed all
the upgrades that have been done, such as the fancy (and very
comfy) removable seats in the stalls. We need to accept that these
awful flooding events are going to happen, and the theatre will get
hit, so the opportunity has been taken to enable more things to be
moved or rescued as soon as the flood sirens sound.”
For Maskers, Southampton the most serious event of the
year has been the accident to the building – in June, as they were
preparing for their outdoor show, Pygmalion, a crane servicing a
nearby mobile mast collided with the Studio, displacing an upright
steel girder, causing a large crack which rendered the place unsafe,
though temporary reparation has been made. This had a major
impact on preparation for the show, and the group had to postpone
their October production, while major repairs were undertaken.
At Richmond Shakespeare Society, there will be an Autumn
production of Cardenio by William Shakespeare, John Fletcher and
Gary Taylor. “There has been more than one attempt to reconstruct
this lost play, and to avoid confusion and to give proper credit the
listing has been corrected above. This will be the UK premiere of
what director Gerald Baker finds to be ‘the most authentic vision
of Shakespeare’s lost play’ and will be a co-production for RSS.”
In late July the Chairman of Barn Theatre, Welwyn made
the following statement: “I am very pleased to announce that we
have just received planning permission to proceed with the work
to re-seat our auditorium. The reason that this has taken some
time to come is because, as the Barn is a grade 2 listed building,
Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council have to be absolutely sure that
the work being done is in sympathy with the building – and of
course it is! I will be writing soon to all seat sponsors to ensure
that I have your name or dedication correct. Let me thank you
again for your support – I can let you know that we raised around
£40,000 from members, friends and audiences and without your
generous donations we would not have been able to proceed with
the project.” By September it was reported: “We opened the doors
last night to our newly refurbished auditorium for the first time;
lots of leg room and very comfortable, brand new seats! Yes, we’ve
had to lose a number of seats, but the comfort of our patrons has
to come first...there’s new heating too!!!”
At Lewes Little Theatre work over the summer provided a new
wall and gates to the entrance and façade of the theatre, but new
foyer windows were held back by planning rules!
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Summerseat Players in Ramsbottom concluded a very
successful season by taking a whole batch of awards at the Greater
Manchester Drama Federation annual ceremony. Best production,
best director, and best actors sealed the success of The 39 Steps,
while Geoff Sword received an award for his lifetime’s contribution
to amateur theatre in the Greater Manchester area. Meanwhile,
former junior member Kate O’Flynn has become a patron of the
society – her recent successes on stage and screen having thrilled
all her friends at the theatre.
At Abbey Theatre, St Albans members in July overwhelmingly
accepted an offer from theatre architects Haworth Tomkinson to
prepare a feasibility study for the future of the building. A range
of building development options will be presented at the end of
November.
At the Miller Centre Theatre,
Caterham there’s no stopping
the maintenance team even
when the theatre is shut. During
the summer they hired a cherrypicker crane to paint the front
exterior of the theatre. Other
work carried out to refresh the
theatre included cleaning all the
carpets and applying a fresh coat
of paint in the Green Room and
stage door corridor.
At Priory Theatre, Kenilworth in September members marked
the 40th anniversary of the devastating fire that destroyed their
theatre with the showing again of a film, Encore, which covered
the fire and the restoration of the theatre. Written memories of the
event were also invited.
Halifax Thespians are starting to raise funds for improving
access - through the proposed installation of a passenger and
goods lift - and for the long-term refurbishment of the public
spaces within the theatre. The L.I.F.T. team (Launch Into Future
Theatre) arranged the use of People’s Park for a picnic, raffle and
balloon launch on the afternoon of 3rd September. There was an
opportunity to discover what the plans are for the theatre and to
celebrate together as they officially launched the project with the
release of a specially designed balloon.
New seats have recently been installed at Formby Little Theatre.
“We only had 64 seats, these have now been reduced to 59!
Patrons were complaining
that the seats were not
comfortable, so…We upgraded! We have received
a significant contribution
of
sponsorship,
from
members, patrons and
the Formby Parish Council.
We have also increased
the ticket prices to £9
(from £8) to offset some
of the losses incurred with the reduced income of losing 5 seats
per performance.” Does this development make Formby LT the
smallest theatre in the Guild?
Progress Theatre, Reading launched a new fundraising
initiative in June with the aim of raising £20,000 needed in order to
have the car park properly drained and tarmacked.
At Talisman Theatre, Kenilworth the Harry Lord Bursary
is still being dispensed to worthy young applicants – this year it
has gone to young member Ellie Gowers who is now at Bristol
University studying song-writing and musicianship. Really old Guild
members will remember the late Harry Lord as Talisman’s lively
Guild Rep for many years; the bursary is Talisman’s tribute to his
great contribution to the theatre in Kenilworth.
At Chesil Theatre, Winchester 379 people paid the theatre a
visit over the September Heritage Open Days weekend – amazing
was the comment! At the same time the theatre was contributing
to a city council art project involving displays on the hoardings
round the nearby development site of the former car park. The
displays prominently cover the history, building and activities of the
theatre, especially its youth.
The Cotswold Players in Stroud celebrated their centenary in
2011, and 2017 marks the 60th anniversary of their purchase of
their present home, a former Primitive Methodist Chapel. Patrick
Howell has written the appropriate history, entitled Consistently
Brilliant on a Breezy Hilltop – ‘a book full of intrigue, off-stage
drama, scandal, humour, sadness, frustration and much more’ –
and it is now available on the Players’ website.
Notwithstanding the threat to their home at Estrela Hall, the
Lisbon Players have planned a full season ahead including
Cooking with Elvis, The Mikado, The Bald Soprano, John Gabriel
Borkman, and Much Ado About Nothing. Full details will be on line,
so take a look if you are going to be a tourist in Lisbon.
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Ten out of
Ten Best New Plays
Martin Bowley selects the ten best new plays that

he saw in London over the past ten years while he has
been contributing to the Guild Newsletter.
When earlier this year - at the end of my tenth “Ten
of the Best New Plays” - I offered to produce a “Best
Ten of the Decade” list, I didn’t realise how big a task
I had set myself - or how difficult it would be. In the
ten years, starting in 2006, I saw a total of over 1400
productions, and nearly 700 of them were new plays.
Looking back over the ten lists I was amazed to discover
that in 2007 - not a great year for new writing - I had,
for some totally inexplicable reason, failed to include
the National’s War Horse which of course went on to
run at the New London until March of this year. I began
by trying to produce a long short list of 20. But having
done that I soon discovered how many fine plays I had
still to exclude - Stoppard’s 2006 Rock ‘n’ Roll, Joe
Penhall’s 2012 Birthday, Mark Hayhurst’s 2014 Taken at
Midnight, none of Florian Zeller’s recent pieces and none
of Howard Brenton’s historical plays.
I could, I suppose, have tried to resolve the issue by increasing
my original short list to 30 - or even 40. But that would only have
made the final selection even more problematic - and, probably,
random. So I decided to stick with my original 20, and a closer
analysis produced some interesting figures. No less than 14 of
the 20 transferred to the West End. One of the most valuable
developments of the last couple of years has been the decision by
Delfont Mackintosh Theatres to make Wyndham’s available for new
plays to come in from the fringe for short West End runs - usually
of 3 months. Among the plays which have
Benefitted are King Charles III, People Places and Things, The
Father, Hangmen and most recently The Truth. Of the 20 no less
than 7 of them started life at the National, 5 at the Royal Court and
3 at the Donmar Warehouse. And the list contained a number of
Best New Play awards from the Evening Standard, the Critics Circle
and the Oliviers. I was especially pleased to see that the named
writers included some of the most senior and distinguished, ranged
through a number who have developed a serious body of work
during the decade, and included a couple of 20 year olds who are
the real hope for the future - but more of them later!
And so to the “top ten of the decade” - listed as always strictly
in the order in which I saw them.
FROST/NIXON by Peter Morgan (who also wrote The Deal and
Longford for television and the filmscript of The Queen). Through
the prism of the 1977 television interviews between the disgraced
former president and the then fading chat show host, Morgan
explored the almost umbilical relationship between politicians,
television and showbiz, and the underlying similarities between
these two - on the surface very different men. He was brutal about
their essential vulgarity, their overwheening arrogance, their
inherent insecurity and their overwhelming vulnerability. The play
enjoyed sell out runs at the Donmar Warehouse, and transferred to
the Gielgud and to Broadway. It was published by Faber and Faber.
BLACK WATCH by Gregory Burke. After opening in Edinburgh
in 2006, it eventually found a suitable London venue at the Barbican
in 2008. It covered the deployment of the Black Watch to Camp
Dogwood in October 2004, probably the most controversial British
military move of the Iraq war. But it was more about Fife than Iraq,
and how comradeship forged in conflict gave the soldiers support
to find meaning in their experiences in the war. It was published
by Faber and Faber.
JERUSALEM by Jez Butterworth (author of Mojo, The
Night Heron and The Winterling). This was a wonderfully funny
contemporary vision of life in England’s green and pleasant land
with an extraordinary performance by Mark Rylance in the leading
role. It was described as “combining the comic, the erotic, and the
downright disconcerting with superb panache”. It opened at the
Royal Court, transferred to the Apollo, and won both the
Evening Standard and the Critics Circle best new play awards. It
was published by Nick Hern Books.
THE HABIT OF ART by Alan Bennett, who used a play within

New Writing and New Plays

Members of Abbey Theatre, St Albans working
with Radio Verulam were involved in July with
the casting for the premiere radio recording of
Whisper in the Heart, a new work by Tom McNab.
The new play is set in 1955, and dramatises a
fictional meeting between Orson Welles and Leni
Riefenstahl, two great film directors who had at
that time lost their way. The rehearsed reading was presented to
members in September immediately prior to being recorded for
broadcasting.
Chesil Theatre, Winchester in August announced the winners
of their nationwide playwriting competition – 10x10. This festival
of new writing premiered on 8th and 9th October 2016, featuring
ten plays, each of ten minutes, and this year incorporating a
homage to the legendary David Bowie. The competition attracted
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a play format, set in a National Theatre rehearsal room, to explore
an imagined 1972 meeting between W.H. Auden and Benjamin
Britten in Auden’s rooms in Christ Church, Oxford. It examined,
with all Bennett’s wit and wisdom, poetry music theatre and sex.
My own favourite line was Auden’s reaction when told that J.R.
Tolkien was writing a new book -”more fucking elves!” It opened in
the Lyttleton and went out on a national tour. It was published by
Faber and Faber.
CLYBOURNE PARK by Bruce Norris was set in Chicago in 1959
and 2009 and explored the fault line between race and property.
In Act One a couple are selling their house, allowing the first black
family to move into a fully white neighbourhood. In Act Two the
same property is being bought by a young white couple whose
plan to raze the house equally alarms the cosy white urbanites. It
contains the most outrageous joke I have heard on any stage since
“Dead Funny”. It opened at the Royal Court before transferring to
Wyndhams. It won all 3 of the major Best New Play awards. It was
published by Nick Hern Books.
LONDON ROAD book and lyrics by Alecky Blythe (author of
The Girlfriend Experiences) music by Adam Cork. The title refers
to the road in Ipswich, the home of the serial killer who murdered
six prostitutes in 2006.
It is based entirely on verbatim typed
interviews with his neighbours. The result was described as “Mike
Leigh meets Stephen Sondheim”. It is haunting, but ultimately
uplifting. It transferred from the Cottesloe to the Olivier and was
published by Nick Hern Books.
CHIMERICA by Lucy Kirkwood (author of NFSW). It followed
the attempt by an American photo journalist, who had snapped
the anonymous Tank Man in Tianaman Square in 1989, to discover
what happened to him thereafter. It explored the developing and
changing relationships between China and America, between East
and West. It opened at the Almeida and transferred to the Harold
Pinter. It won a whole clutch of Best New Play awards and was
published by Nick Hern Books.
VERSAILLES written and directed at the Donmar Warehouse by
Peter Gill (probably the only writer I would trust to direct his own
work). In 1919 a young Foreign Office official is sent to Paris to take
part in the negotiations which ended in what Field Marshall Wavell
described as “a peace to end peace”. Throughout he is haunted by
the ghost of his former lover who was killed on the Western Front.
Published by Faber and Faber, it was possibly my favourite play of
the decade.
KING CHARLES III by Mike Bartlett (author of My Child, Cock,
Bull and Earthquakes in London). The Queen is dead! The new
King wants to exert his authority by refusing the Royal Assent to a
privacy bill which might affect press freedom. Wills, and especially
Kate, have other ideas. Harry is enjoying late night kebabs with a
republican punkette, and they are all haunted by Diana’s ghost! It
is written in blank verse and Iambic pentameters as a Shakespeare
history play. It moved from the Almeida to Wyndhams to Broadway,
and won the Critics Circle Best New Play award. It was published
by Nick Hern Books.
HANGMEN by Martin McDonagh (author of the Leenane
Trilogy, The Cripple of Inishmore and The Pillowman). It is a
savagely black comedy about the end of judicial hanging in 1965.
Capital punishment was the great moral issue of my teenage years
so I found it difficult to share the laughter of a much younger
audience at the Royal Court where it opened before transferring to
Wyndhams. It won the Olivier, the Critics Circle and the South Bank
new play awards. It was published by Faber and Faber.
I very much regret that there was no room in the list for Lee
Hall’s The Pitman Painters, Alexi Kaye Campbell’s The Pride,
Laura Wade’s Posh, James Graham’s This House or Steve
Walters’ Temple. The two young men in their twenties who are
already showing such promise are Tom Wells (The Kitchen Sink,
Jumpers for Goalposts, Folk and several pantomimes for the Lyric
Hammersmith) and Barney Morris (Visitors and Eventide) who
has already written a biography of Peter Gill, and who has just had
his first novel published. They are both hugely talented. They are
the future!
Martin Bowley
June 2016
a record entry with an exciting range of writing styles and genres.
The ten winners were:
David Who! - Nick Girdler; (**** that!) I want to be a Superhuman
- Kirsten Lewis; Laura – Jonathan Edgington; Looking for Jolene –
Gregory Vines; Modern Love – Matthew Wilkie; Strangers When
We Meet – Scott Carpenter; The Glass Spider – Cressida Peever;
The Golden Years – Joe Starzyk; The Man Who Mis-sold the World
– Chris Brannick; Try To Get It On Like Once Before – Kirsty Walker.
Producer Deborah Edgington has been running 10x10 since
2010 and said: “This year’s David Bowie-inspired theme attracted
a record 172 entries from across the UK. The judges and I have
really enjoyed reading them and have been particularly impressed,
not just by the overall standard of writing, but by the diversity and
inventiveness with which the writers incorporated the link to David
Bowie. The winning plays range from comedy to melodrama and
are sure to entertain. There will be plenty for our regular theatre
audiences and David Bowie fans to enjoy.”
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The ten winning plays were performed back-to-back at the 10x10
New Writing Festival.
At Harborough Theatre, the new season was launched in
July with a ‘Physical Theatre Workshop’ led by professional John
Berkavitch. This was in part to prepare for the November production
of Pink Mist by Owen Sheers, a much acclaimed new play that the
drama committee secured the rights to, to the surprise of local
professionals at Leicester’s Curve Theatre!
Details are still to be finalised but The Bear Pit Theatre,
Stratford will be launching a Bear Pit New Writing festival
for 2017. This will be an opportunity for Bear Pit to continue to
celebrate and support new local writing. Meanwhile on 9th October,
there was a rehearsed reading of a new play by Mike Took, Painting
Shakespeare, a ‘bawdy, mischievous comedy’.
At Oast Theatre, Tonbridge the New Play Afternoons are going
from strength to strength. For each session three short new plays
by members and local playwrights are prepared for examination
and enjoyment, and a wonderful incentive for an audience is the
provision of afternoon tea with delicious home-made cakes!

And some not so new writing

“The Shakespeare Seminars run by Kingston University are trying
new things this semester: one thread is playreading in collaboration
with Richmond Shakespeare Society’s Gerald Baker. They’re
doing three plays from the Shakespeare apocrypha: Fair Em,
Mucedorus, and The Merry Devil of Edmonton. There’s a
connecting link this term and it’s called Shakespeare Volume One

The Kevin Spence Column
No
Sex,
Please,
We’re British

When I first attended
LTG conferences several
decades ago, one topic
that
arose
regularly
was negative audience
attitudes to swearing.
And only last year at a
recent conference the
question arose again!
Some issues just don’t go away!
What I don’t remember so much, however,
over my many years with the LTG, is very
much discussion about the portrayal of, or
even the graphic references in a script to
- SEX! Perhaps it is because our theatres
have carefully skirted around any play that
goes anywhere near it for fear of offending
the audience. It may also be the case that
since our theatres’ acting members are
volunteers, it might jeopardise personal
relationships if actors are getting too
‘up close and personal’ with each other
onstage! For people of my generation
– teenagers in the 60s! - I suspect that
attitudes to the depiction of sex are much
more relaxed than those of a younger age
group, whom I tend to find much more coy
about the whole thing – ironically, despite
the ubiquity of pornography in their online
world.
This week, I attended the Press Night at
the Crucible in Sheffield of the latest stage
adaptation of Lady Chatterley’s Lover. As a
Nottinghamshire boy myself, I expected to
see a steamy depiction of Lawrentian lust
across the class divide. Instead, I found
the sex scenes rather tentative and lacking
in animal passion. The actors were clearly
going through carefully choreographed
moves
like
dancers,
rather
than
convincingly portraying two people carried
away by their basic instincts. Perhaps, in
these more politically correct times, any
attempt to depict these things onstage
leaves you wide open to criticism, because
of current sensitivities about anything to do
with gender. Whatever the case, concern
about ‘good taste’ was clearly a big factor
in the direction of the play!

– three plays that were bound together in a book of
that title in the King’s library before the Civil War.
This new thread in the KiSS programme begins
by reading three plays which were ascribed to
Shakespeare as early as the first half of the 17th
century, without apparent commercial motivation.
Come along to the reading and choose a role (first
come, first served). You don’t need to know the
play in advance, and you don’t need performing
experience. We’ll just sit down, start reading and go through to
the end.
Fair Em is one of the earliest surviving commercial playhouse
scripts. William the Conqueror goes a-wooing to Denmark but
changes his mind when he gets there……Before the end, this
personal emotion will lead to invasion and war. Meanwhile, the
daughter of the Manchester miller is being courted by three of
William’s lords: disguise, subterfuge, slander, are all part of this
wooing process – which will also end only on the battlefield.
Moreover, Richard Wilson, Professor of Shakespeare Studies
at Kingston University, will talk about the play in relation to
Shakespeare’s Lancashire connections. We will convene on
Thursday, 13th October in The Gallery at the Rose Theatre, Kingston
starting at 6.30 p.m. Print out the script (fair-em-formatted-forreading, fair-em-formatted-for-reading-printer-friendly), or use
one of the copies that will be available at the reading.
The next reading in the series will be Mucedorus, the most
popular printed play of the 17th century, on 3rd November.”

This whole area is one which I suspect
has troubled our own artistic programmers
since the early days of amateur theatre.
None of us want to offend our armies of
loyal audience members – usually in the
more senior age bracket, like myself –
who stick with us through thick and thin!
Treasurers can get very crabby about any
show that switches off loyal patrons! On
the other hand, if we never take a risk,
we get less audience development and a
lack of interest from potential members in
those parts of our communities which are
under-represented in our work. It’s a tricky
balance to get right – and I plead guilty, to
having got it spectacularly wrong at times
in my own theatre in the past!
Our professional colleagues are supposed
to have big marketing teams adept at
accurately measuring the likes and dislikes
of their audiences. Consequently, it might
be safe to assume that they are able to
teach us a thing or two about what type
of programming might be currently
successful. Some of the plays being
produced this season, both in London and
the regions, might have something to
reveal to us – in more ways than one!
I have been struck by how many
shows about to be staged this autumn
are revivals of notoriously naughty plays,
which some may have thought might have
been consigned to history. In addition to
the aforementioned Lady Chatterley, we
are to see Hair at the brilliant new Hope
Mill Theatre in Manchester (I recommend
a visit!), The Boys in the Band on tour –
a ‘cause celebre’ for the gay community
in the 60s, with graphically sexual jokes
which will still shock - a revival of the
hilarious, but poignant Dead Funny at
the Vaudeville (the only play I know
which has the simple but graphic stage
direction – ‘they f***’’) - and then there
is the notorious Shopping and F***ing to
be revived at the Lyric Hammersmith – a
deeply shocking work, which I suspect is
still as terrifyingly relevant today as the
day it was first produced. And that’s just
for starters!
Perhaps the only safe conclusion we can
all draw from this trend, if that’s what it is,
is that that old adage that ‘sex sells’ is still

alive and kicking. And, in the case of much
of this work, there is the added dimension
that OLD plays with a strong sexual content
might still find an audience. It is obviously
a financial gamble that some professional
theatres clearly believe is worth taking.
The reaction to these revivals – and the
others I have not even mentioned - will
be interesting to monitor, and it may be
that a whole new audience will discover
this work and love it! If these shows all
do really well – and more importantly,
bring in new audience members – it will
be a development we should note - though
whether it would signal any change of
thinking in the way we programme might
be problematic for all the reasons I stated
earlier.
Of course, the oldest and most revered
‘naughty’ playwright is Shakespeare –
and even further back, the great plays
of ancient Greece. I suppose, it is safest
to conclude that human nature and its
depiction has never fundamentally altered.
So finally, a message to all those LTG
theatres who themselves are trying to
experiment with different plays. I send
you my personal congratulations for
deciding that you are not going to stand
still and that you are embracing the notion
of ‘who dares, wins!’ I hope you will not
be dissuaded by the criticisms you will
inevitably receive from being bold in
taking your theatres forward. After all,
what’s new? We’ve always shouldered
criticism and moved on! So while our
professional colleagues conduct their own
experiments with plays – often risking
far greater financial catastrophe than we
could possibly contemplate – we should
have the courage to embrace change, too!
I don’t ever expect to see lots of graphic
sex on a Little Theatre stage – nor, even
more disturbingly, the fashion for graphic
violence. That would be childish, simplistic
and beneath us. But it would be inspiring
to see more of our theatres daring to make
plays which explore all aspects of the
human condition – both the comfortable
and the uncomfortable ones! So, to quote
the Bard, - ‘Be bloody, bold and resolute!’
Kevin Spence
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One common problem...
WHAT
IS
ANSWER?

THE

The following column
appeared in the July issue
of Scene, the Newsletter
for
Leicester
Little
Theatre:
“When this was posted
on
a
Little
Theatre
Facebook site it resulted
in an avalanche of posts:
“I heard last night that
we are apparently selling
hardly any tickets. People do not want to
see the shows we are putting on, are not
renewing their vouchers, people are heard
saying in the foh areas they want to see
something that will make them laugh. We
have to act on this right away or we will
lose our theatre. Any suggestions?”
There certainly has been a massive
reduction in the numbers of regular
supporters who no longer take up the ‘6
for 5’ show offer. This without doubt has
resulted in the current season of plays,
in many cases, not making their budget
figure which is a worrying trend. We also
have to recognise that our core audience
is of a certain age. Does the diverse multicultural change to the city’s population
mean that the Little does not provide the
sort of entertainment which appeals to this
culture, or it would seem to the younger
element?
Simply putting on more comedies, as
suggested by more than one member,
would certainly alienate a large section
of the membership who do want a wider
range of plays. For many years our Theatre
audiences have regularly been asked (via
separate leaflets) to suggest plays they
would like to see, so there is nothing new
in this.
Reducing the number of plays, as one
post suggested, would take some of the

Theatres at Risk

pressure off an already over-stretched
backstage team, but the loss of revenue
would certainly have to be generated from
somewhere else. It has to be recognised
that the Theatre is no-longer just an
amateur theatre, It has become a VERY
large successful business and as such
needs to make enough profit to sustain
the building and the wages of the staff
who work there. The suggestion that the
Theatre should employ a Marketing Expert
is a good one, but can the Theatre really
afford to add to what is already a large
wage bill?
There were lots of new ideas posted on
the website but there were also many ideas
which have been tried in the past, a fact
that newer members may not be aware
of. And it is obvious from the amount of
interest the post on Facebook has raised
that a lot of people are concerned but who
prefer the anonymity of the website rather
than voicing their ideas at an AGM.
Then to add further fuel to the Theatre’s
problems, there comes the news that the
Haymarket Theatre is to reopen in 2017.
What impact is this going to have on
audience numbers? There is only so much
money people have to spend on theatre so
are they going to be more selective? Let us
hope that someone takes note of all these
comments and addresses what is a big
problem and likely to get bigger.”
Meanwhile at Ilkley Playhouse, the
chairman has warned the members
that managing the finances continues
to be tricky. Popular productions are not
necessarily the ones that generate the
most profitable returns. “I want to put all
regular attendees on notice that if we are
to generate the required level of income
to sustain a viable and independent
Playhouse, then we may need to
consider our pricing policy on the
more costly and popular productions,
since unlike local professional theatres we
do not receive a penny of subsidy from
either the local council or the Arts Council.”

The Theatres Trust reveals the 36
theatres at most risk across the UK, and
Trustee Dara Ó Briain calls on everyone
who cares about theatre to join the campaign to protect them.
“Of the 36 theatres on the 2016 Register there are 6 new theatres:
3 in England, and 3 in Scotland – these include 3 theatres which
have, sadly, returned to the Register.
There has been some fantastic progress for theatres still on
the Register, and in this, our 40th year, we’re celebrating those
campaign groups who fight so hard to demonstrate their potential
viability, and the role that those theatres can play in their
communities.
Theatres Trust Trustee, Dara Ó Briain, has lent his support to
raise awareness of our campaign by fronting a video introducing
some of the excellent work done by community groups around the

What do you know about AACT?

And another...
This short piece from the Chairman’s
column in the Newsletter for Abbey
Theatre, St Albans surely speaks for us all:
“The Executive Committee is concerned
about ensuring the theatre continues to
expand and fulfil its charitable objectives
of educating, nurturing and developing live
theatre in St Albans. Given the challenge of
falling audiences and an aging membership
base, we are seeking ways to diversify our
audience members and users – culturally,
ethnically and demographically. We believe
this means we need to invest in developing
our facilities to create a theatre fir for
purpose for all who come to it now and
over the next 25 years.”

And another interesting idea...
TheatreCards

“We are relaunching our Theatre Card on
1st June 2016 with a new feel to it. There
will be just one TheatreCard priced at £12.
By purchasing you will be contributing
to the ongoing support of the Riverhead
Theatre. The card will also guarantee you
£1 off the ticket price for any designated
show (generally applies to all shows except
theatre hirings where ticket proceeds do
not come to the Riverhead Theatre). If you
visit us frequently and use your card, you
could potentially save more than the outlay.
The card can be purchased and used at any
time and will have a lifespan of 365 days at
which point it becomes renewable. You will
now be able to purchase the TheatreCard
online as well as in person at the Box
Office.
Purchasing a TheatreCard makes you a
member of the society which allows you to
attend and vote at the AGM of the society.
Please note that we will require a signature
on an application form.”
(from the new brochure for Riverhead
Theatre, the home of Louth Playgoers
Society)

country, many of whom have submitted video reports highlighting
their work protecting the theatres they love.
Dara Ó Briain, said: “As a touring standup comedian I have
travelled up and down this country and worked in many of the
theatres here and you have a unique and rich heritage of theatres
that were built in the last 200 years. But we can’t take that for
granted. Local community support is vital in breathing new life into
theatres. If a theatre in your community was in danger of being
lost forever would you help fight for it? There are 36 theatres all
over the country on our Register at the moment. Please join the
campaign to save them or make a donation.”
Rebecca Morland, Interim Director of Theatres Trust, said: “Each
theatre on the Register has an important place in its community.
Our experience shows us that where campaign groups are in place,
they can make a real difference to the future of these theatres. The
progress that has been made with theatres in Brighton, Burnley
and Kirkcaldy – to name but three – is a real testament to this.”

In the welter of acronyms that overwhelm all communications these days, it is easy to forget or just ignore a new one! But here is one
that we commend to you – AACT (American Association of Community Theatre) – our counterpart organisation over in the USA.
Naturally in a big country they ‘do things big’, and community theatre is no exception. AACT has over 1500 paying members, with fees
based on a sliding scale of annual budget and (for individuals) of age. The Newsletter, Spotlight, comes out 6 times a year. Festivals and
conferences are promoted, as well as new writing; matters are organised on a State, Regional and National basis.
In July there was a meeting (at The Globe Theatre) between LTG personnel and AACT President Murray Chase, to explore possible areas
of mutual co-operation. Quite a few LTG members already have informal contacts with community theatre groups in the USA, but hopefully
some more formal and regular interchange of ideas will prove mutually beneficial. Watch this space, as they say.
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EDERED Encounter
August 2016

Joachimstal, Germany and
Maschewo, Poland
A report from Faye Harrison, Youth Theatre Director, Stockport
Garrick Youth Theatre, on her experiences as a Workshop Leader
at the EDERED Encounter held this year in Germany and Poland.
“At the beginning of August I headed to Germany and Poland for
the 2016 EDERED Encounter. I wasn’t sure what to expect and to
be honest, felt a little nervous as I had no previous experience of
working with international students. But I needn’t have feared as
I had a brilliant time.
The workshop tutors from 10 different European countries met
for three days before the 70 students arrived. We got to know each
other so we could plan and discuss our ideas of the theme of Fluid
Boundaries. From the moment I arrived I felt perfectly at home
with everyone and loved learning about the different type of theatre
work in which my fellow tutors were involved. There were experts
in all sorts of fields from shadow theatre to
physical theatre.
On Monday morning the young performers
started to arrive at our residence in
Joachimstal, Germany for the week. On
the first evening the students found out
which of the five groups they would be
working in for the Encounter. The Polish
workshop leader, Michal and I headed up
Team Octopus: our 12 students came from
England, Poland, Finland, Greece, Turkey,
Denmark, Estonia, Hungary, Switzerland
and France. And what a lively and
enthusiastic bunch they were!
Our performance was held by a lake
with a beach and we were asked to
think about the elements of fire, water,
earth and air. In the water, a scaffolding
structure had been built and we had
rowing boats if we wanted to use them.
During the days we worked on
different ideas for the final performance
at Maschewo, Poland. Our group wrote
and composed their own song about
the struggles of being young, which

Youth Theatre Matters
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became something of an EDERED anthem. The students taught it
to the entire company and it was sung for the finale of the show.
We also worked on the ever present topic of immigration and the
students’ thoughts on the impact it has had on their own countries.
During the evenings we spent time together doing different
activities and getting to know each other. The Market Place was
great fun. Every country had their own stall with items typical of
their country. We, of course, had a selection of teas which went
down very well - most countries drink tea without milk but most
really enjoyed it with milk. We also had a selection of souvenirs
like postcards, pencils and keyrings etc. My favourite stall was the
Swiss one with an epic selection of cheese and chocolate! It was
great to see everyone trading and haggling and getting involved
with each other.
Another massive highlight was the parade of the nationalities
with flags through Maschewo before the final performance. It was
an overwhelming feeling to be a part of a company of around 150
people walking through the town getting waves and salutes from
passing cars and pedestrians.
The final performance was
expertly threaded together by the
artistic team from the incredible
work that each of the 5 groups had
put together. For me, the standout performance was the group
dressed in white boiler suits with
white drama masks and pipes in
their mouths that emerged from
the sand making an eerie sound
with the pipes. It was like something out of a horror film! The
rowing boats were used by one group and one moment with a
huge impact was when the entire company made a wall of refugees
trying to get through a border fence made of bamboo canes.
Overall the experience was incredible and I would highly
recommend youth theatres to get involved in future EDERED
Encounters. It was so wonderful to see that theatre has no
barriers and that young people are so open to the ideas of other
nationalities and accepting of each other’s differences.
Faye Harrison, Garrick Youth Theatre
www.stockportgarrick.co.uk/garrick-youth
EDERED Encounter 2016 Facebook page: www.facebook.
com/747386778673971/
EDERED Website: www.edered.org/
12th EDERED Encounter 23 Jul – 4 Aug 2017, Aalborg,
Denmark. The theme will be “Tivoli”

The Youth Theatre at Abbey Theatre, St Albans, The Company of Teens, has been accepted to take part in Connections, the National
Theatre’s nationwide Youth Theatre Festival. Workshops, read-throughs and auditions took place from September to November; these are
followed by rehearsals over the winter months until early March 2017, when the chosen play will be performed in the Abbey Theatre Studio.
After this, the Coteens are of course hoping eventually to be one of the 10 lucky winners selected for the national festival final next June/July.
(Newsworthy items about Youth Theatre activities around the Guild have really slackened off over the past year or more – are leaders
promoting their work sufficiently? Or is there less of it around?)

The Theatre Dictionary

or the alternative definitions of ‘Performance Art!’
Eternity - The time that passes between a dropped cue and the
next line
Prop - A hand-carried object small enough to be lost by an actor
30 seconds before it is needed on stage
Director
The individual who suffers from the delusion that he or she is
responsible for every moment of brilliance cited by the critic in the
local review
Blocking - The art of moving actors on the stage in such a manner
as not to collide with the walls, the furniture, the orchestra pit or
each other. Similar to playing chess, except that the pawns want
to argue with you
Blocking Rehearsal - A rehearsal taking place early in the
production schedule where actors frantically write down movements
which will be nowhere in evidence by opening night
Makeup Kit - (1) among experienced community theatre actors, a
battered tackle box loaded with at least 10 shades of greasepaint in
various stages of desiccation, tubes of lipstick and blush, assorted
pencils, hairpins, braids of crepe hair, liquid latex, old programs,

jewellery, break-a-leg greeting cards from past shows, brushes and
a handful of half-melted cough drops;
(2) for first-time male actors, a helpless look and anything they
can borrow.
Stage Manager - Individual responsible for overseeing the crew,
supervising the set changes, baby-sitting the actors and putting
the director in a hammerlock to keep him from killing the actor
who just decided to turn his walk-on part into a major role by doing
magic tricks while he serves the tea
The Forebrain - The part of an actors’ brain which contains lines,
blocking and characterisation; activated by hot lights.
The Hindbrain - The part of an actor’s brain that keeps up a
running subtext in the background while the forebrain is trying
to act; the hindbrain supplies a constant stream of unwanted
information, such as who is sitting in the second row tonight, a
notation to seriously maim the crew member who thought it would
be funny to put real Tabasco sauce in the fake Bloody Marys, or the
fact that you need to do laundry on Sunday
Quality Theatre - Any show with which you were directly involved
Turkey - Every show with which you were not directly involved
Dress rehearsal - Rehearsal that becomes a whole new ball game
as actors attempt to manoeuvre among the 49 objects that the set
designer added at 7:30 that evening
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Tech night - The last night of rehearsal when everything that
was supposed to be done weeks before finally comes together at
the last minute; reaches its grand climax on dress rehearsal night
when costumes rip, a dimmer pack catches fire and the director
has a nervous breakdown. Also known as hell night
Set - An obstacle course which, throughout the rehearsal period,
defies the laws of physics by growing smaller week by week while
continuing to occupy the same amount of space
Message Play - Any play which its director describes as
“worthwhile,” “a challenge to actors and audience alike,” or
“designed to make the audience think.” Critics will be impressed
both by the daring material and the roomy accommodations, since
they’re likely to have the house all to themselves.
Stage Crew - Group of individuals who spend their evenings
coping with 50-minute stretches of total boredom interspersed
with 30-second bursts of mindless panic
Bedroom Farce - Any play which requires various states of undress
on stage and whose set sports a lot of doors.
The lukewarm
reviews, all of which feature the phrase “typical community theatre
fare” in the opening paragraph, are followed paradoxically by a
frantic attempt to schedule more performances to accommodate
the overflow crowds.
Assistant Director - Individual willing to undertake special
projects that nobody else would take on a bet, such as working
one-on-one with the brain-dead actor whom the rest of the cast
has threatened to take out a contract on
Lighting Director - Individual who, from the only vantage point
offering a full view of the stage, gives the stage manager a heart
attack by announcing a play-by-play of view of everything that’s
going wrong
Set Piece - Any large piece of furniture which actors will resolutely
use as a safety shield between themselves and the audience, in an

Quotes from
your Newsletters

“This moment is an opportunity to
reassess how we work together and
how the theatre faces outwards to its
membership and the wider public. We need
to continue to ensure that the benefits of
membership are sufficient to retain long
standing members and to attract new,
young and vibrant ones whose ideas and
creativity will help us ensure live theatre
remains relevant in the 21st century.
We need to look after our loyal, longserving and unsung heroes and balance the
competing priorities of all our departments
to make sure work is evenly distributed
and manageable, and we must make
sure we maintain open and cordial lines
of communication to prevent effort being
expended needlessly in silos or impacting
adversely on others. We need to be mindful
of , and work together to overcome, the
things that might hold us back.” (From
the speech to the AGM of Lewes Little
Theatre by newly appointed Theatre
Director Cathryn Parker in September
2016, shortly before her sudden and
untimely death)
“I have to mention parking, it is a
problem. The red topped posts are there to
mark spaces so please park between the
posts, then there is more room for others.
There are only 2 disabled spaces and often
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apparent attempt to both anchor themselves to the floor, thereby
avoiding floating off into space, and to keep the audience from
seeing that they actually have legs
Monologue - That shining moment when all eyes are focused on
a single actor who is desperately aware that if he forgets a line, no
one can save him
Bit Part - An opportunity for the actor with the smallest role to
count everybody else’s lines and mention repeatedly that he or she
has the smallest part in the show
Dark Spot - An area of the stage which the lighting designer has
inexplicably forgotten to light, and which has a magnetic attraction for
the first-time actor. A dark spot is never evident before opening night
Hands - Appendages at the end of the arms used for manipulating
one’s environment, except on a stage, where they grow six times
their normal size and either dangle uselessly, fidget nervously, or
try to hide in your pockets.
Strike - The time immediately following the last performance while
all cast and crew members are required to stay and dismantle, or
watch the two people who own Makita screw drivers dismantle the
set
Actors (As defined by a set designer) - People who stand between
the audience and the set designer’s art, blocking the view. That’s
also the origin of the word “blocking,” by the way.
Stage Right, Stage Left - Two simple directions actors pretend
not to understand in order to drive directors crazy. (“No, no, your
OTHER stage right!”)
Thanks to Maggie Coleman and the Newsletter for Medway
Little Theatre for this contribution.

more are needed during a show so please
book a disabled space with box office and
don’t assume a blue badge is all you need.
I had to deal with several angry customers
recently. whose saved spaces were taken.”
(from the Newsletter for Nomad Theatre,
East Horsley)
“Don’t wait to be asked, volunteer.
Everyone receives a newsletter telling
them of reading dates etc. We are a
society with a long history, and traditions
going back 100 years – let’s look forward
to the future.” (from the Chairman’s letter
in Stage Whispers, the Newsletter for
Westovian Theatre Society, South
Shields)
“This penchant for resting one’s dirty
feet has long been prevalent not only on
the tube, but in Row J of the stalls at the
Playhouse, as anyone who has inspected
the backs of the seats in Row H will readily
testify. When you admire the newly recovered seats, do try to keep your feet
firmly on the ground as we are reluctant
to put our moral, and even physical,
courage to the test by even the gentlest
of reproofs.” (from the Newsletter for
Teddington Theatre Club)
“I love the Archway theatre in Horley. We
went to the pantomime there and had the
most lovely time. It’s a sweet little theatre
– underneath the station – and they do
things very nicely indeed.” (Dame Judi
Dench talking to Surrey Life)
“Just a note of warning to anyone who
parks at the rear of the theatre (or indeed
anyone who may be in the building on their
own). We have had reports of ‘undesirables’
using the rear of the theatre for all sorts of
shenanigans (!), so please do be careful.”
(from Little Voice, the Newsletter for
Brighton Little Theatre)
“The new programme looks pretty
exciting. The downside is that we cannot
look forward to selling more tickets in
2016-17 because there are no more seats
to sell! Well, that’s a good problem to
have.” (from the Chairman’s corner in the
Newsletter for Harborough Theatre)

“I’ve spent the summer rehearsing the
first play of our season and have (not
unusual for any amateur group) lots of
issues including cast summer holidays, and
just last week both my technicians falling
ill and having to be replaced. Don’t you
just love theatre.... more drama off than
on!” (from an LTG Rep)
“Our new 2017 season, launched in
September, is full of well known plays and
some less familiar drama. This combination
seems to work very well for the theatre, and
we are encouraged by how adventurous
many of our members are in taking a risk
on seeing something they have not heard
of. As West End theatre prices seem to
be reaching astronomical levels, a seat in
our little auditorium, plus a drink at the
bar, represents very good value. We need
to spread the word about BLT, so please
encourage friends and family to book
tickets for a production, and to come along
and see what they think.” (from the Chair’s
comments in Spotlights, the Newsletter for
Bromley Little Theatre)
“I would ask you not to audition if you
know you will not be available during the
rehearsal period, as rehearsals cannot be
truly effective when people are missing.
Due to the nature of the piece and the tight
rehearsal schedule, I need a team of players
who are reliable, positive and enthusiastic,
prepared to work hard between rehearsals
and committed to the production, so that
we can all fully enjoy the experience and
be pleased with the outcome.” (A director’s
audition note in the Newsletter for Lewes
Little Theatre)
“Pink Thunderbird was full of pace,
great characters and very funny dialogue.
It was a shame we didn’t have larger
audiences but the feed- back from those
who came and the Sardines review made
it all worthwhile. “Definitely worth going
to see, great acting and comedic timing.
Really enjoyed and laughed a lot. The cast
should be proud of themselves.”(Twitter)”
(from the Newsletter for Lindley Players at
Whitstable Playhouse)
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Some email
problems explained
As the digital and electronic world advances ever more
quickly, even those who try to keep up can be left behind! For
those modestly familiar with some of the technology, they can
all too suddenly be plunged into chaos. For example, just when
you think you are mastering some of the arts of emailing, the
system lets you down with a thump.
At Abbey Theatre, St Albans recently, electronics guru
Stuart Barry wrote a piece for the theatre’s Newsletter entitled
‘Are You Getting Our Emails?’ which provided several
reasons why some members were experiencing trouble, and
which was worth sharing with the wider readership of the Guild.
Here follow some of his salient points:
* Your email server has treated our email as spam.
People who send out fraudulent emails to try to get you to buy
things or reveal private information, send them out in bulk to
thousands of people. Therefore, to safeguard you, your email
server treats bulk emails with suspicion and quarantines any
it thinks are fraudulent in your Spam folder. Sometimes this
means that legitimate emails end up in the Spam folder too so
this is the first place to look if you are not getting our emails.
*A problem at your mail server. Occasionally your mail
server is temporarily unable to accept emails, in which case
our email is ‘bounced’ back to us. Hopefully the next email
we send will get through, but if your mail server bounces our
emails more than 5 times our bulk emailing service (DotMailer)
will add your address to a list of suppressed contacts and won’t
send you any more emails.
*You have a virginmedia or ntlworld email address. Last
December Virgin Media, which also owns the ntlworld email
addresses, decided to tighten up their spam filter rules a bit
too enthusiastically and unfortunately they started excluding
emails sent by DotMailer. We believe DotMailer has been able
to sort this out with Virgin but in the meantime your email
address may have been added to DotMailer’s list of suppressed
contacts.

Annual Lighting
Maintenance
We all have (or should have!) the same
task every August during the ‘quiet’
period! At Questors Theatre, the task
is a big one, and was happily completed
satisfactorily:
“The Lighting Department has completed
its 2016 maintenance campaign. During

*
You
unsubscribed
or marked our email
as
spam.
Occasionally
members
unsubscribe
from our marketing emails,
or report them as spam,
without realising that this
will stop membership emails
too. Also, on some email
clients, the ‘Delete1 button
and the ‘Mark as Spam’
buttons are close together and perhaps you accidentally
pressed the wrong one when deleting an email and so reported
it as spam by mistake.
* You are using Google or Microsoft mail. A modern trend
is for email clients to be ‘helpful’ by including in your Inbox
only those messages that it thinks you want to see. Thus the
Microsoft Outlook mail system now has a Clutter folder into
which it places ‘less important’ messages and Google mail
simply excludes them from your Inbox. Note that this is not
the same as treating spam messages so if you look in the Spam
folder you will not find our emails there.
In Outlook it is possible to disable the Clutter folder but
instructions for doing this are beyond the scope of this brief
article. With Google you should be able to find missing emails
by choosing More... from the menu on the left hand side of the
Google mail page and then All Mail.
* Do we have your latest email address? Members do
change email addresses and sometimes forget to tell us. If you
think this might apply to you, please telephone the Box Office
during the usual opening hours and ask us to check the email
address that we hold for you.
Finally one tip which might help stop your email server
from either bouncing our emails or treating them as
spam is to add the address
abbeytheatre.stalbans@arts-mail.co.uk to your contacts
list.
If, after looking at all the possibilities described above, you
are still not getting our emails please email
itsupport@abbeytheatre.org.uk.

the last 28 days our team of enthusiastic
volunteers has cleaned, serviced and
tested over 300 theatre lanterns and
200 extension cables. The Playhouse
control room and the Playhouse and
Studio lighting stores have been
cleared of years of accumulated junk,
giving us a safer and tidier working
environment. This year’s campaign has
taken approximately 50 man/woman
days of sustained effort and has cost
the Questors virtually nothing, apart
from the purchase of a replacement

Will we lose our dialects
and accents?
A report published in September 2016 – The Sounds of 2066
– suggests that ‘talking to machines and listening to Americans’
will kill off cherished English regional dialects, accents and
even phrases and lead to a more universally informal spoken
English. Keyboards may well be replaced by voice recognition
technology. We will be talking comfortably to our cars, washing
machines, fridges, taxi apps, and online banking services. Our
language will be informal, chatty and even jokey, as we drift
inevitably into talking the way Californians (who are leading
the way in making the technology) are talking. What hope then
for Cockneys, Essex Man, Geordies, and Glaswegians? Or even
the BBC?
The report suggests that as we attempt to sound less grand

lantern and a small quantity of essential
spare parts. Employing contractors to
undertake this work would have cost
several thousand pounds.
Many thanks to everyone who turned
up to help. They have been a pleasure
to work with and particular thanks are
due to Terry Mummery for his tireless
work repairing damaged lanterns,
and clearing out and reorganising the
Studio and Playhouse lighting stores.”
(September Newsletter)

and drop RP, and to adopt yoof-speak, with all the laziness of
dropped consonants and swallowed vowels, the pronunciation
of celebs like Jamie Oliver and Jonathan Ross will become the
norm. Given the mix of multicultural pronunciation from the
Caribbean, West African and Asian communities, and “the
status of London as the linguistically most influential city in
the English speaking world, we can expect to see significant
changes between now and the middle of the century.”
So what might happen to drama, and the English theatre?
Will Pygmalion still hold the stage except as a curiosity? Will
anyone be interested in struggling with hurricanes hardly ever
happening in Hereford? Already old newsreels and old radio
programmes from 70 or more years ago are raising a giggle at
the stilted forms of pronunciation then considered the norm. It
can be painful listening to Maggie Thatcher recorded only 30
years ago. But do younger people care? We will have to wait
and see, of course, but change does seem to be running faster
than ever.
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Some Recent Production Photos

And Then There Were None - Ilkley Playhouse

The Ladykillers - Caxton Theatre Grimsby

And Then There Were None - Leicester Little Theatre
James and the Giant Peach - Bromley Little Theatre

Summer Delights
Robin Hood Chesil Theatre

A Midsummer Night’s Dream - Progress Theatre Reading
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Pygmalion
- Maskers
Southampton

As You Like It
(in rehearsal)
- Richmond
Shakespeare
Society

